The Produce Traceability Initiative Scorecard
The administering organizations of the Produce Traceability Initiative are providing an industry scorecard to assist companies
with sharing their PTI implementation status within the community.
To start please save a copy of the survey to your computer
Once finished please email completed form to amagnolo@gs1us.org or fax to Andrea Magnolo +1.609.620.4595

The Produce Traceability Initiative Scorecard
1. Background Information

 Organization Name

 Contact Name

Contact Title

 Contact Phone Number

Contact Email

2. Do you grant permission to make your contact information available upon request?

 Yes
 No

3. What is your company's primary role?











Grower
Packer/Shipper
Processor
Broker
Marketer/Sales Agency
Distributor
Wholesaler/Terminal Market
Retailer
Foodservice Operator

4. Are you a brand owner?

 Yes [Skip to question 5]
 No [Skip to question 8]

5. What percentage of your case configurations have been assigned a GTIN?

 0-25%
 26-50%

 51-75%
 76-100%

6. Do you have the capability to produce the PTI recommended case label? (GTIN and Batch/Lot Number in a GS1-128
barcode with voice pick code)






Yes, labeling today.
Not labeling today, but I have tested a solution and can begin when my trading partner requests it. [Skip to question 7]
Not labeling today and I have not tested a solution. [Skip to question 6b]
No, I have private-label products that are produced and packed by another organization. [Skip to question 7]

6a. If yes to question 6, please indicate the percent of cases labeled.






0-25% [Skip to question 7]
26-50% [Skip to question 7]
51-75% [Skip to question 7]
76-100% [Skip to question 7]

6b. When do you plan to test a solution to include a PTI recommended case label?







In 0-3 Months
In 3-6 Months
In 6-9 Months
In 9-12 Months
More than 12 Months

7. Do you have the capability to produce the PTI recommended Hybrid Pallet Tag?






Yes, creating Hybrid Pallet Tags today. [Skip to question 8]
No, but I have tested a solution and can begin when my trading partner requests it. [Skip to question 8]
No, not labeling pallets today and I have not tested a solution. [Skip to question 7a]
No, I have private-label products that are produced and packed by another organization. [Skip to question 8]

7a. When do you plan to test a solution to produce the PTI recommended Hybrid Pallet Tag?







In 0-3 Months
In 3-6 Months
In 6-9 Months
In 9-12 Months
More than 12 Months

8. Have you requested that your trading partners provide you with their GTINs?

 Yes

 No
 Not applicable to my organization.
If No, Please Explain:

9. Based on your current product catalog, what percentage of GTINs have you loaded into your system?








0-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76-100%
None, I have not requested GTINs from trading partners
Not applicable to my organization

10. Are you reading and storing PTI recommended data on inbound shipments?

 Yes [Skip to question 10a]
 No [Skip to question 10b]
 Not applicable as my organization is a grower/packer/shipper [Skip to question11]

10a. What percentage of PTI recommended data on inbound shipments are you reading and storing?






0-25% [Skip to question11]
26-50% [Skip to question11]
51-75% [Skip to question11]
76-100% [Skip to question11]

10b. When will you be ready to read and store inbound data?







In 0-3 Months
In 3-6 Months
In 6-9 Months
In 9-12 Months
More than 12 Months

11. Do you have the capability to read and store data using the PTI recommended Hybrid Pallet Tag?







Yes, I can read and store tag data today. [Skip to question 11b]
No, but I have tested a solution and can begin when my suppliers are ready. [Skip to question 11b]
No, I do not have the capability to read and store tag data.[Skip to question 11a]
No, I have no plans to use the Hybrid Pallet Tag in my operations. [Skip to question 11b]
Not applicable as my organization is a grower/packer/shipper. [Skip to question 11b]

11a. When will you be ready to read and store data from a Hybrid Pallet Tag?







In 0-3 Months [Survey Complete]
In 3-6 Months
In 6-9 Months
In 9-12 Months
More than 12 Months

11b. Are you reading and storing PTI recommended data on outbound shipments?

 Yes [Skip to question 12a]
 No [Skip to question 12b]
 Not applicable as my organization is a grower/packer/shipper [Survey complete]

12a. What percentage of PTI recommended data on outbound shipments are you storing?






0-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76-100%

12b. When will you be ready to read and store outbound data?







In 0-3 Months
In 3-6 Months
In 6-9 Months
In 9-12 Months
More than 12 Months

